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Uncertainty in Monotone Co-Design Problems
Andrea Censi
Abstract—This work contributes to a compositional theory
of “co-design” that allows to optimally design a robotic plat-
form. In this framework, the user describes each subsystem
as a monotone relation between “functionality” provided and
“resources” required. These models can be easily composed to
express the co-design constraints among different subsystems. The
user then queries the model, to obtain the design with minimal
resources usage, subject to a lower bound on the provided
functionality. This paper concerns the introduction of uncertainty
in the framework. Uncertainty has two roles: first, it allows to
deal with limited knowledge of the models; second, it also can
be used to generate consistent relaxations of a problem, as the
computation requirements can be lowered, should the user accept
some uncertainty in the answer.
Index Terms—Co-Design; Optimization and Optimal Control;
Formal Methods for Robotics
I. INTRODUCTION
THE design of a robotic platform involves the choice andconfiguration of many hardware and software subsystems
(actuation, energetics, perception, control, . . . ) in an harmonious
entity. Because robotics is a young discipline, there is still little
work towards obtaining systematic procedures to derive optimal
designs. Therefore, robot design is a lengthly process based on
empirical evaluation and trial and error.
The work presented here contributes to a theory of co-
design [1, 2] that allows to optimally design a robotic platform
based on formal models of its subsystems. The goal is to allow
a designer to create better designs, faster. This work on “co-
design” is related to and complementary to works that deal
with “co-generation” (the ability of synthesizing hardware and
software blueprints for entire robot platforms) [3, 4].
This paper describes the introduction of uncertainty in the
theory developed so far. In this framework, the user defines
“design problems” for each physical or logical subsystem. Each
design problem (DP) is a relation between “functionality”
provided and “resources” required by the component. The DPs
can then composed in a graph, where each edge represents a
“co-design constraint” between two DPs. The resulting class of
problems is called Monotone Co-Design Problems (MCDPs).
An example of MCDP is sketched in Fig. 1a. The design
problem consists in finding an optimal configuration of a UAV,
optimizing over actuators, sensors, processors, and batteries.
In this simplified example, the functionality of the UAV is
parameterized by three numbers: the distance to travel for each
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Figure 1. Panel a: Monotone Co-Design Problems capture the co-design
constraints among the components of a complex design, by describing design
problems for each component in isolation and co-design constraints among
different components. The co-design diagram in the figure describes part of the
design problem for a UAV, and in particular how the resources (total mass and
cost) are related to the functionality (distance, payload, number of missions).
Functionality edges are green and solid; resources are red and dotted. Panel
b: This paper describes how to introduce uncertainty in this framework, which
allows, for example, to introduce parametric uncertainty in the definition of
components properties (e.g. specific cost of batteries). An Uncertain Design
Problem (UDP) is described by a pair of functions from functionality to subset
of resources that give an upper and lower bound on the resource consumption.
mission; the payload to transport; the number of missions to
fly. The optimal design is defined as the one that satisfies the
functionality constraints while using the minimal amount of
resources (cost and mass). In the figure, the model is exploded
to show how actuation and energetics are modeled. Perception
is modeled as a relation between the velocity of the platform
and the power required (the faster the platform, the more data
needs to be processed). Actuation is modeled as a relation
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between lift and power/cost. Batteries are described by a relation
between capacity and mass/cost. In this example, there are
different battery technologies (LiPo, etc.), each specified by
specific energy, specific cost, and lifetime, thus characterized by
a different relation between capacity, number of missions and
mass and cost. The interconnection between design problems
describe the “co-design constraints”, which could be recursive:
e.g., actuators must lift the batteries, the batteries must power the
actuators. Cycles represent design problems that are coupled.
Once the model is defined, it can be queried to obtain the
minimal solution in terms of resources — here, total cost and
total mass. The output to the user is the Pareto front containing
all non-dominated solutions. The corresponding optimization
problem is, in general, nonconvex. Yet, with few assumptions,
it is possible to obtain a systematic solution procedure, and
show that there exists a dynamical system whose fixed point
corresponds to the set of minimal solutions.
This paper describes how to add a notion of uncertainty in
the MCDP framework. The model of uncertainty considered is
interval uncertainty on arbitrary partial orders. For a partially
ordered set (poset) 〈P,〉, these are sets of the type {x ∈
P : a  x  b}. I will show how one can introduce this type
of uncertainty in the MCDP framework by considering ordered
pairs of design problems. Each pair describes lower and upper
bounds for resources usage. These uncertain design problems
(UDPs) can be composed using series, parallel, and feedback
interconnection, just like their non-uncertain counterparts.
The output to the user is two Pareto fronts, describing the
minimal resource consumptions in the best case and in the
worst case according to the models specified. One or both the
Pareto fronts can be empty, meaning that the problem does not
have a feasible solution.
This is different from the usual formalization of “robust
optimization” [5, 6], usually formulated as a “worst case”
analysis, in which the uncertainty in the problem is described
by a set of possible parameters, and the optimization problem
is posed as finding the one design that is valid for all cases.
Uncertainty plays two roles: it can be used as a modeling
tool, where the relations are uncertain because of our limited
knowledge, and it can be used as a computational tool, in
which we deliberately choose to consider uncertain relations
as a relaxation of the problem, to reduce the computational
load, while maintaining precise consistency guarantees. With
these additions, the MCDP framework can describe even richer
design problems and to efficiently solve them.
Paper organization: Section II and III summarize previous
work. They give a formal definition of design problems (DPs)
and their composition, called Monotone Co-Design Problems
(MCDPs). Section IV through VI describe the notion of
Uncertain Design Problem (UDP), the semantics of their
interconnection, and the general theoretical results. Section VII
describes three specific applications of the theory with numerical
results. The supplementary materials (also available as [7])
include detailed models written in MCDPL and pointers to
obtain the source code and a virtual machine for reproducing
the experiments.
II. DESIGN PROBLEMS
A design problem (DP) is a monotone relation between
provided functionality and required resources. Functionality and
resources are complete partial orders (CPO) [8], denoted 〈F,F
〉 and 〈R,R〉. The graphical representations uses nodes for
DPs and green and red edges for functionality and resources.
!
battery mass [g]
capacity [J]
cost [$]
!
!
!
Figure 2. Modeling a battery as a design problem.
Example 1. The first-order characterization of a battery is as a
store of energy, in which the capacity [kWh] is the functionality
(what the battery provides) and mass [kg] and cost [$] are
resources (what the battery requires) (Fig. 2).
For a fixed functionality f ∈ F, the set of minimal resources
in R sufficient to perform the functionality might contain two
or more elements that are incomparable with respect to R. For
example, in the case of a battery, one might consider different
battery technologies that are incomparable in the mass/cost
resource space.
A subset with “minimal”, “incomparable” elements is called
“antichain”. This is the mathematical formalization of what is
informally called a “Pareto front”.
Definition 2. An antichain S in a poset 〈P,〉 is a subset
of P such that no element of S dominates another element:
for all x, y ∈ S and x  y, then x = y.
Lemma 3. Let AP be the set of antichains of P . AP is a
poset itself, with the partial order AP defined as
S1 AP S2 ≡ ↑ S1 ⊇↑ S2, (1)
where “↑” denotes the upper closure of a set.
Definition 4. A design problem (DP) is a tuple 〈F,R, h〉 such
that F and R are CPOs, and h : F → AR is a monotone
and Scott-continuous function ([9] or [2, Definition 11]). Each
functionality f (or vector of functionalities, if F is a product
of posets) corresponds to an antichain of resources h(f) ∈
AR (Fig. 3).
!
!
!
!
!
h(f) ∈ AR
Figure 3. A DP is a represented by a map h : F → AR from functionality to
antichains of resources.
Monotonicity implies that, if the functionality is increased, then
the required resources increase as well.
III. MONOTONE CO-DESIGN PROBLEMS
A Monotone Co-Design Problem (MCDP) is a multigraph
of DPs. An edge between a resource r1 of a DP and a
functionality f2 of another denotes the partial order inequality
constraint r1  f2. Cycles and self-loops are allowed.
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Example 5. The MCDP in Fig. 4a is the interconnection
of 3 DPs ha, hb, hc. The semantics as an optimization
problem is shown in Fig. 4b. We will also use an “algebraic”
representation, shown in Fig. 4c, and defined in Def. 6.
(to minimize)(chosen!
 by user)
(a) Graphical representation
(b) Semantics as an optimization problem
!
!
(c) Algebraic representation
Figure 4. Three equivalent representations of an MCDP.
The functionality/resources parametrization is quite natural
for many design engineering domains. Moreover, it allows for
quantitative optimization, in contrast to qualitative modeling
tools such as function structure diagrams [10]. All models
considered may be nonlinear, in contrast to work such as Suh’s
theory of axiomatic design [11].
A. Algebraic definition
Some of the proofs rely on an algebraic representation of the
graph. Series-parallel graphs (see, e.g., [12]) have widespread
use in computer science. Here, we add a third operator to be
able to represent loops. In the algebraic definition, the graph
is a represented by a tree, where the leaves are the nodes, and
the junctions are one of three operators (series, par, loop), as
in Fig. 5. An equivalent construction for network processes
is given in Stefanescu [13]. Equivalently, we are defining a
symmetric traced monoidal category (see, e.g., [14] or [15] for
an introduction); note that the loop operator is related to the
“trace” operator, but not exactly equivalent, though they can be
defined in terms of each other.
!
(a) series(a, b)
!
(b) par(a, b)
!
(c) loop(a)
Figure 5. The three operators used in the inductive definition of MCDPs.
Let us use a standard definition of “operators”, “terms”, and
“atoms” (see, e.g., [16, p.41]). Given a set of operators ops
and a set of atoms A, let Terms(ops,A) be the set of all
inductively defined expressions. For example, if the operator
set contains only one operator f with one argument, and there
is only one atom a, then the terms are Terms({f}, {a}) =
{a, f(a), f(f(a)), . . . }.
Definition 6 (Algebraic definition of Monotone Co-Design
Problems). An MCDP is a tuple 〈A,T,v〉, where:
1) A is any set of atoms, to be used as labels.
2) The term T in the {series, par, loop} algebra describes the
structure of the graph:
T ∈ Terms({series, par, loop},A).
3) The valuation v : A → DP assigns a DP to each atom.
Example 7. The MCDP in Fig. 4a can be described by the
atoms A = {a, b, c}, the term T = loop(series(a, par(b, c)),
plus the valuation v : {a 7→ ha, b 7→ hb, c 7→ hc}. The
tuple 〈A,T,v〉 for this example is shown in Fig. 4c.
B. Semantics of MCDPs
We can now define the semantics of an MCDP. The semantics
is a function ϕ that, given an algebraic definition of an
MCDP, returns a DP. Thanks to the algebraic definition,
to define ϕ, we need to only define what happens in the
base case (equation 2), and what happens for each operator
series, par, loop (equations 3–5).
Definition 8 (Semantics of MCDP). Given an MCDP in
algebraic form 〈A,T,v〉, the semantics
ϕJ〈A,T,v〉K ∈ DP
is defined as follows:
ϕJ〈A, a,v〉K .= v(a), for all a ∈ A, (2)
ϕJ〈A, series(T1,T2),v〉K .= ϕJ〈A,T1,v〉K  ϕJ〈A,T2,v〉K, (3)
ϕJ〈A, par(T1,T2),v〉K .= ϕJ〈A,T1,v〉K  ϕJ〈A,T2,v〉K, (4)
ϕJ〈A, loop(T),v〉K .= ϕJ〈A,T,v〉K†. (5)
The operators ,, † are defined in Def. 9–Def. 11. Please
see [2, Section VI] for details about the interpretation of these
operators and how they are derived.
The  operator is a regular product in category theory: we
are considering all possible combinations of resources required
by h1 and h2.
Definition 9 (Product operator ). For two maps h1 : F1 →
AR1 and h2 : F2 → AR2, define
h1  h2 : (F1 × F2)→ A(R1 × R2),
〈f1, f2〉 7→ h1(f1)× h2(f2),
where × is the product of two antichains.
The  operator is similar to a convolution: fixed f1, one
evaluates the resources r1 ∈ h1(f), and for each r1, h2(r1) is
evaluated. Then the minimal elements are selected.
Definition 10 (Series operator ). For two maps h1 : F1 →
AR1 and h2 : F2 → AR2, if R1 = F2 , define
h1  h2 : F1 → AR2,
h1 7→ MinR2
⋃
r1∈h1(f)
h2(r1).
The dagger operator † is actually a standard operator used
in domain theory (see, e.g., [9, pp. II-2.29]).
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Definition 11 (Loop operator †). For a map h : F1×F2 → AR,
define
h† : F1 → AR,
f1 7→ lfp
(
Ψhf1
)
, (6)
where lfp is the least-fixed point operator, and Ψhf1 is
Ψhf1 : AR→ AR,
R 7→ Min
R
⋃
r∈R
h(f1, r) ∩ ↑ r.
C. Solution of MCDPs
Def. 8 gives a way to evaluate the map h for the graph,
given the maps {ha | a ∈ A} for the leaves. Following those
instructions, we can compute h(f), and thus find the minimal
resources needed for the entire MCDP.
Example 12. The MCDP in Fig. 4a is so small that we can
do this explicitly. From Def. 8, we can compute the semantics
as follows:
h = ϕ J〈A, loop(series(a, par(b, c)),v〉K
= (ha  (hb  hc))† .
Substituting the definitions 9–11 above, one finds that h(f) =
lfp (Ψf) , with
Ψf : AR→ AR,
R 7→
⋃
r∈R
[
Min

↑
⋃
s∈ha(f1,r)
hb(s)× hc(s)
]
∩ ↑ r.
The least fixed point equation can be solved using Kleene’s
algorithm [8, CPO Fixpoint theorem I, 8.15]. A dynamical
system that computes the set of solutions is given by{
R0 ← {⊥R},
Rk+1 ← Ψf(Rk).
The limit supRk is the set of minimal solutions, which might
be an empty set if the problem is unfeasible for a particular
value f.
This dynamical system is a proper algorithm only if each
step can be performed with bounded computation. An example
in which this is not the case are relations that give an
infinite number of solutions for each functionality. For example,
the very first DP appearing in Fig. 1a corresponds to the
relation travel distance ≤ velocity × endurance, for which
there are infinite numbers of pairs 〈velocity, endurance〉 for
each value of travel distance. The machinery developed in this
paper will make it possible to deal with these infinite-cardinality
relations by relaxation.
IV. UNCERTAIN DESIGN PROBLEMS
This section describes the notion of Uncertain DPs (UDPs).
UDPs are an ordered pair of DPs that can be interpreted as
upper and lower bounds for resource consumptions (Fig. 1b).
We will be able to propagate this interval uncertainty through
an arbitrary interconnection of DPs. The result presented to
the user will be a pair of antichains — a lower and an upper
bound for the resource consumption.
A. Partial order DP
Being able to provide both upper and lower bounds comes
from the fact that in this framework everything is ordered –
there is a poset of resources, lifted to posets of antichains,
which is lifted to posets of DPs, and finally, to the poset of
uncertain DPs.
The first step is defining a partial order DP on DP.
Definition 13 (Partial order DP). Consider two DPs h1, h2 :
F → AR. The DP h1 precedes h2 if it requires fewer resources
for all functionality f:
h1 DP h2 ≡ h1(f) AR h2(f), for all f ∈ F.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure 6. The partial order DP in the space of design problems.
In this partial order, there is both a top >DP and a bot-
tom ⊥DP, defined as follows:
⊥DP : F → AR,
f 7→ {⊥R}.
>DP : F → AR,
f 7→ ∅. (7)
⊥DP means that any functionality can be done with zero
resources, and >DP means that the problem is always infeasible
(“the set of feasible resources is empty”).
B. Uncertain DPs (UDPs)
Definition 14 (Uncertain DPs). An Uncertain DP (UDP) u is
a pair of DPs 〈Lu,Uu〉 such that Lu DP Uu .
Definition 15 (Partial order UDP). A UDP ua precedes
another UDP ub if the interval [Lua,Uua] is contained in
the interval [Lub,Uub] (Fig. 7):
ua UDP ub ≡ Lub DP Lua DP Uua DP Uub.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure 7. The partial order UDP has a top >UDP = 〈⊥DP,>DP〉 . This
pair describes the state of maximum uncertainty about the DP: we do not
know if the DP is feasible with 0 resources (⊥DP), or if it is completely
infeasible (>DP).
A DP h is equivalent to a degenerate UDP 〈h, h〉.
A UDP u is a bound for a DP h if u UDP 〈h, h〉, or,
equivalently, if Lu UDP h UDP Uu.
V. INTERCONNECTION OF UNCERTAIN DESIGN PROBLEMS
We now define the interconnection of UDPs, in an equivalent
way to the definition of MCDPs. The only difference between
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Def. 6 and Def. 16 below is that the valuation assigns to each
atom an UDP, rather than a DP.
Definition 16 (Algebraic definition of UMCDPs). An Uncertain
MCDP (UMCDP) is a tuple 〈A,T,v〉, where A is a set
of atoms, T ∈ Terms({series, par, loop},A) is the algebraic
representation of the graph, and v : A → UDP is a valuation
that assigns to each atom a UDP.
Next, the semantics of a UMCDP is defined as a map Φ that
computes the UDP. Def. 17 below is analogous to Def. 8.
Definition 17 (Semantics of UMCDPs). Given an UM-
CDP 〈A,T,v〉, the semantics function Φ computes a UDP
ΦJ〈A,T,v〉K ∈ UDP,
and it is recursively defined as follows:
ΦJ〈A, a,v〉K = v(a), for all a ∈ A.
LΦJ〈A, series(T1,T2),v〉K = (LΦJ〈A,T1,v〉K)  (LΦJ〈A,T2,v〉K),
UΦJ〈A, series(T1,T2),v〉K = (UΦJ〈A,T1,v〉K)  (UΦJ〈A,T2,v〉K),
LΦJ〈A, par(T1,T2),v〉] = (LΦJ〈A,T1,v〉K)  (LΦJ〈A,T2,v〉K),
UΦJ〈A, par(T1,T2),v〉] = (UΦJ〈A,T1,v〉K)  (UΦJ〈A,T2,v〉K),
LΦJ〈A, loop(T),v〉K = (LΦJ〈A,T,v〉K)†,
UΦJ〈A, loop(T),v〉K = (UΦJ〈A,T,v〉K)†.
The operators †,, are defined in Def. 10–Def. 11.
VI. APPROXIMATION RESULTS
The main result of this section is a relaxation result stated
as Theorem 19 below. The following is an informal statement.
Informal statement: Consider an MCDP composed of many
DPs, and call one ha (Fig. 8a). Suppose there exist two DPs L,
U that bound the DP ha in the sense that L DP ha DP
We will define upper and lower bound approximations:
and how things are combined. For example we consider
the structure:
and then we can conclude:
(a) Consider an MCDP containing the DP ha.
We will define upper and lower bound approximations:
and how things are combined. For example we consider
the structure:
and then we can conclude:
(b) Suppose that a bound 〈L,U〉 is known.
We will define upper and lower bound approximations:
and how things are combined. For example we consider
the structure:
and then we can conclude:
(c) Replace the DP ha by the uncertain bounds.
(d) Create a pair of MCDPs by choosing either lower or upper bound.
We will define upper and lower bound approximations:
and how things are combined. For example we consider
the structure:
and then we can conclude:
(e) The resulting MCDPs are bounds for the original MCDP.
Figure 8. Illustrations for the informal statement of the main result.
U (Fig. 8b). This can model either uncertainty in our knowledge
of ha, or it can be a relaxation that we willingly introduce. The
pair 〈L,U〉 forms a UDP that can be plugged in the MCDP in
place of ha (Fig. 8c). We will see that if we plug in only L or U
separately in place of the original DP ha (Fig. 8d), we obtain
a pair of MCDPs that form a UDP. Moreover, the solution of
these two MCDPs are upper and lower bounds for the solution
of the original MCDP (Fig. 8e). Therefore, we can propagate
the uncertainty in the model to the uncertain in the solution.
This result generalizes for any number of substitutions.
Formal statement: First, we define a partial order on the
valuations. A valuation precedes another if it gives more
information on each DP.
Definition 18 (Partial order V on valuations). For two valu-
ations v1,v2 : A → UDP, say that v1 V v2 if v1(a) UDP
v2(a) for all a ∈ A.
At this point, we have enough machinery in place that we
can simply state the result as “the semantics is monotone in
the valuation”.
Theorem 19 (Φ is monotone in the valuation). If v1 V v2,
then
ΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K UDP ΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
Proof. This follows easily from the definitions in Def. 18. As
intermediate results, first prove that the lower bound LΦ is
monotone in the valuation with respect to the order DP:
LΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K DP LΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
Then repeat the same reasoning for U, to obtain:
UΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K DP UΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K.
These two together allow to conclude that Φ is monotone with
respect to the valuation with respect to the order UDP:
ΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K UDP ΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
This result says that we can swap any DP in a MCDP with
a UDP relaxation to obtain a UMCDP, which then we can
solve to obtain inner and outer approximations to the solution
of the original MCDP. This shows that considering interval
uncertainty in the MCDP framework is easy because it reduces
to solving a pair of problems instead of one. The rest of the
paper consists of applications of this result.
VII. APPLICATIONS
This section shows three example applications of the theory:
1) The first example deals with parametric uncertainty.
2) The second example deals with the idea of relaxation of a
scalar relation. This is equivalent to accepting a tolerance for
a given variable, in exchange for reduced computation.
3) The third example deals with the relaxation of relations
with infinite cardinality. In particular it shows how one can
obtain consistent estimates with a finite and prescribed amount
of computation.
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A. Parametric Uncertainty
To instantiate the model in Fig. 1a, we need to obtain
numbers for energy density, specific cost, and operating life for
all batteries technologies we want to examine. By browsing
Wikipedia, one can find the figures in Table I.
Table I
SPECIFICATIONS OF COMMON BATTERIES TECHNOLOGIES
technology energy density specific cost operating life[Wh/kg] [Wh/$] # cycles
NiMH 100 3.41 500
NiH2 45 10.50 20000
LCO 195 2.84 750
LMO 150 2.84 500
NiCad 30 7.50 500
SLA 30 7.00 500
LiPo 150 2.50 600
LFP 90 1.50 1500
Should we trust those figures? Fortunately, we can easily deal
with possible mistrust by introducing uncertain DPs. Formally,
we replace the DPs for energy density, specific cost, operating
life in Fig. 1a with the corresponding Uncertain DPs with a
configurable uncertainty. We can then solve the UDPs to obtain
a lower bound and an upper bound to the solutions that can be
presented to the user.
Fig. 9 shows the relation between the provided endurance
and the minimal total mass required, when using uncertainty
of 5%, 10%, 25% on the numbers above. Each panel shows
two curves: the lower bound (best case analysis) and the upper
bound (worst case analysis). In some cases, the lower bound is
feasible, but the upper bound is not. For example, in panel b,
for 10% uncertainty, we can conclude that, notwithstanding the
uncertainty, there exists a solution for endurance ≤ 1.35 hours,
while for values in [1.35, 1.5], represented by the shaded area,
we cannot conclude either the existence or nonexistence of a
solution, because the lower bound is feasible, but the upper
bound is not. This area of uncertainty depends on the parameter
uncertainty injected (smaller for 5%, and larger for 25%).
!
(a) 5% uncertainty (b) 10% uncertainty (c) 25% uncertainty
Figure 9. Uncertain relation between endurance and the minimal total mass
required, obtained by solving the example in Fig. 1a for different values of
the uncertainty on the characteristics of the batteries (5%, 10%, 25%). The
shaded area represents the subset of the functionality space for which we
cannot conclude that a solution exists, because the upper bound DP is not
feasible, while the lower bound DP is feasible.
B. Introducing Tolerances
Another application of the theory is the introduction of
tolerances for any variable in the optimization problem. For
example, one might not care about the variations of the battery
mass below, say, 1 g. One can then introduce a ±1 g uncertainty
in the definition of the problem by adding a UDP hereby called
“uncertain identity”.
1) The uncertain identity: Let α > 0 be a step size.
Define floorα and ceilα to be the floor and ceil with step
size α (Fig. 10). By construction, floorα DP Id DP ceilα.
machine 
Figure 10. The identity and its two relaxations floorα and ceilα.
Let UIdα
.
= 〈floorα, ceilα〉 be the “uncertain identity”.
For 0 < α < β, it holds that
Id ≺UDP UIdα ≺UDP UIdβ .
Therefore, the sequence UIdα is a descending chain that
converges to Id as α→ 0 (Fig. 11).
!
!
!
!
Figure 11. Convergence of UIdα to the identity Id.
2) Approximations in MCDP: We can take any edge in an
MCDP and apply this relaxation. Formally, we first introduce
an identity Id and then relax it using UIdα (Fig. 12).
introduce identity
relax identity
(to minimize)!
!
Figure 12. Introduction of tolerances by using the “uncertain identity” UIdα.
Mathematically, given an MCDP 〈A,T,v〉, we generate a
UMCDP 〈A,T,vα〉, where the new valuation vα agrees with v
except on a particular atom a ∈ A, which is replaced by the
series of the original v(a) and the approximation UIdα:
vα(a)
.
= series(UIdα,v(a))
Call the original and approximated DPs dp and dpα:
dp
.
= Φ J〈A,T,v〉K , dpα .= Φ J〈A,T,vα〉K .
Because v V vα (in the sense of Def. 18), Theorem 19
implies that
dp UDP dpα.
This means that we can solve Ldpα and Udpα and obtain upper
and lower bounds for dp. Furthermore, by varying α, we can
construct an approximating sequence of DPs whose solution
will converge to the solution of the original MCDP.
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Numerical results: This procedure was applied to the
example model in Fig. 1a by introducing a tolerance to
the “power” variable for the actuation. The tolerance α is
chosen at logarithmic intervals between 0.01 mW and 1 W.
Fig. 13a shows the solutions of the minimal mass required
for Ldpα and Udpα, as a function of α. Fig. 13a confirms
the consistency results predicted by the theory. First, if the
solutions for both Ldpα and Udpα exist, then they are ordered
(Ldpα(f)  Udpα(f)). Second, as α decreases, the interval
shrinks. Third, the bounds are consistent, in the sense that the
solution for the original DP is always contained in the bounds.
(a)
machine 
precision
(b)
Figure 13. Results of model in Fig. 1a when tolerance is applied to the
actuation power resource. Panel a shows the uncertainty in the solution as a
function of tolerance. Panel b shows the iterations needed.
Next, it is interesting to consider the computational com-
plexity. Fig. 13b shows the number of iterations as a function
of the resolution α, and the trade-off of the uncertainty of the
solution and the computational resources spent. This shows
that this approximation scheme is an effective way to reduce
the computation load while maintaining a consistent estimate.
C. Relaxation for relations with antichains of infinite cardinality
Another way in which uncertain DPs can be used is to
construct approximations of DPs that would be too expensive
to solve exactly. For example, consider a relation like
travel_distance ≤ velocity× endurance, (8)
which appears in the model in Fig. 1a. If we take these three
quantities in (8) as belonging to R, then, for each value of the
travel distance, there are infinite pairs of 〈velocity, endurance〉
that are feasible. On a computer, if the quantities are represented
as floating point numbers, the combinations are properly not
“infinite”, but, still, extremely large. We can avoid considering
all combinations by creating a sequence of uncertain DPs that
use finite and prescribed computation.
1) Relaxations for addition: Consider a monotone relation
between some functionality f1 ∈ R+ and resources r1, r2 ∈ R+
described by the constraint that f1 ≤ r1 + r2 (Fig. 14). For
example, this could represent the case where there are two
batteries providing the power f1, and we need to decide how
much to allocate to the first (r1) or the second (r2).
Figure 14. Graphical relation of the DP for the relation f1 ≤ r1 + r2. The
overline in “+” represents the fact that this is the “dual” of the relation f1+f2 ≤
r, for which we used the name “+”.
The formal definition of this constraint as an DP is
+ : R+ → A(R+ × R+),
f1 7→ {〈x, f1 − x〉 | x ∈ R+}.
Note that, for each value f1, +(f1) is a set of infinite cardinality.
We will now define two sequences of relaxations for + with a
fixed number of solutions n ≥ 1.
Using uniform sampling: We will first define a sequence of
UDPs Sn based on uniform sampling. Let USn consist of n
points sampled on the segment with extrema 〈0, f1〉 and 〈f1, 0〉.
For LSn, sample n + 1 points on the segment and take the
meet of successive points (Fig. 15).
2) take meet of !
successive points
1) sample points!
on the boundary
Figure 15. Construction of approximating antichains.
The first elements of the sequences are shown in Fig. 16.
One can easily prove that LSn DP + DP USn, and thus Sn
is a relaxation of +, in the sense that + UDP Sn. Moreover,
Sn converges to + as n→∞.
Figure 16. Approximations to + using the uniform sampling sequence Sn.
However, the convergence is not monotonic, in the sense
that Sn+1 6UDPSn. The situation can be represented graphically
as in Fig. 19a. The sequence Sn eventually converges to +,
but it is not a descending chain. This means that it is not true,
in general, that the solution to the MCDP obtained by plugging
in Sn+1 gives smaller bounds than Sn.
Relaxation based on Van Der Corput sequence: We can
easily create an approximation sequence V : N → UDP
that converges monotonically using Var Der Corput (VDC)
sampling [17, Section 5.2]. Let vdc(n) be the VDC sequence
of n elements in the interval [0, 1]. The first elements of
the VDC are {0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.75, 0.125, . . . }. The sequence is
guaranteed to satisfy vdc(n) ⊆ vdc(n + 1) and to minimize
the “discrepancy”, a measure of uniform coverage.
The upper bound UVn is defined as sampling the segment
with extrema 〈0, f1〉 and 〈f1, 0〉 using the VDC sequence:
UVn : f1 7→ {〈f1x, f1(1− x)〉 | x ∈ vdc(n)}.
The lower bound LVn is defined by taking meets of successive
points, according to the procedure in Fig. 15.
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!
!
!!approximating !
sequence!
is not a chain
!
(a) Qualitative behavior for Sn
!
!
approximating !
sequence!
is a chain
approxi ating !!
!
(b) Qualitative behavior for Vn
!
non-monotone !
progress
!!!!
upper bound !
unfeasible for 
(c) Numerical results for Sn
monotone, but
discontinuous !
progress
!
!!!!
!
(d) Numerical results for Vn
Figure 19. Solutions to the example in Fig. 1a, applying relaxations for the
relation travel_distance ≤ velocity× endurance using the uniform sampling
sequence and the VDC sampling sequence. The uniform sampling sequence Sn
does not converge monotonically (panel a); therefore the progress is not
monotonic (panel c). Conversely, the Van Der Corput sequence Vn is a
descending chain (panel b), which results in monotonic progress (panel d).
Figure 17. Approximations to + using the Van Der Corput sequence Vn. The
orange and purple areas are the upper closures of the antichains represented
by the black points.
For this sequence, one can prove that not only + UDP
Vn, but also that the convergence is uniform, in the sense
that + UDP Vn+1 UDP Vn. The situation is represented
graphically in Fig. 19b: the sequence is a descending chain
that converges to +.
2) Dual of multiplication: The case of multiplication can
be treated analogously to the case of addition. By taking the
logarithm, the inequality f1 ≤ r1r2 can be rewritten as log(f1) ≤
log(r1) + log(r2). So we can repeat the constructions done for
addition. The VDC sequence are shown in Fig. 18.
Figure 18. Van Der Corput relaxations of f1 ≤ r1r2 for n = 3, 5, 10, 15. The
orange and purple areas are the upper closures of the antichains represented
by the black points.
3) Numerical example: This relaxation strategy was applied
to the relation travel distance ≤ velocity × endurance in the
MCDP in Fig. 1a. Thanks to the theory, we can obtain estimates
of the solutions using bounded computation, even though that
relation has infinite cardinality.
Fig. 19c shows the result using uniform sampling,
and Fig. 19d shows the result using VDC sampling. As
predicted by the theory, uniform sampling does not give
monotone convergence, while VDC sampling does.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Monotone Co-Design Problems (MCDPs) provide a composi-
tional theory of “co-design” that describes co-design constraints
among different subsystems in a complex system, such as a
robotic system.
This paper dealt with the introduction of uncertainty in the
framework, specifically, interval uncertainty. Uncertainty can be
used in two roles. First, it can be used to describe limited knowl-
edge in the models. For example, in Section VII-A, we have seen
how this can be applied to model mistrust about numbers from
Wikipedia. Second, uncertainty allows to generate relaxations
of the problem. We have seen two applications: introducing an
allowed tolerance in one particular variable (Section VII-B), and
dealing with relations with infinite cardinality using bounded
computation resources (Section VII-C).
Future work includes strengthening these results. For exam-
ple, we are not able to predict the resulting uncertainty in the
solution before actually computing it; ideally, one would like
to know how much computation is needed (measured by the
number of points in the antichain approximation) for a given
value of the uncertainty that the user can accept.
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APPENDIX
A. Proofs
1) Proofs of well-formedness of 17: As some preliminary
business, we need to prove that 17 is well formed, in the sense
that the way the semantics function Φ is defined, it returns a
UDP for each argument. This is not obvious from 17.
For example, for ΦJA, series(T1,T2),vK, the
definition gives values for LΦJA, series(T1,T2),vK
and UΦJA, series(T1,T2),vK separately, without checking
that
LΦJA, series(T1,T2),vK DP UΦJA, series(T1,T2),vK.
The following lemma provides the proof for that.
Lemma 20. 17 is well formed, in the sense that
LΦJ〈A, series(T1,T2),v〉K DP UΦJ〈A, series(T1,T2),v〉K, (9)
LΦJ〈A, par(T1,T2),v〉K DP UΦJ〈A, par(T1,T2),v〉K, (10)
LΦJ〈A, loop(T),v〉K DP UΦJ〈A, loop(T),v〉K. (11)
Proof. Proving equation (9)—equation (11) can be reduced to
proving the following three results, for any x, y ∈ UDP:
(Lx Ly) DP (UxUy) ,
(Lx Ly) DP (UxUy) ,
(Lx)† DP (Ux)† .
These are given in lemma 21, lemma 22, lemma 23.
Lemma 21. (Lx Ly) DP (UxUy).
Proof. First prove that  is monotone in each argument (proved
as lemma 24). Then note that
(Lx Ly) DP (LxUy) DP (UxUy) .
Lemma 22. (Lx Ly) DP (UxUy).
Proof. The proof is entirely equivalent to the proof of lemma 21.
First prove that par is monotone in each argument (proved
as lemma 25). Then note that
(Lx Ly) DP (LxUy) DP (UxUy) .
Lemma 23. (Lx)† DP (Ux)†.
Proof. This follows from the fact that † is monotone
(lemma 27).
2) Monotonicity lemmas for DP: These lemmas are used in
the proofs above.
Lemma 24.  : DP× DP→ DP is monotone on 〈DP,DP〉.
Proof. In 10,  is defined as follows for two maps h1 : F1 →
AR1 and h2 : F2 → AR2:
h1  h2 = MinR2 ↑ ⋃s∈h1(f)h2(s).
It is useful to decompose this expression as the composition
of three maps:
h1  h2 = m ◦ g[h2] ◦ h1,
where “◦” is the usual map composition, and g and m are
defined as follows:
g[h2] : AR1 → UR2,
R 7→↑
⋃
s∈R
h2(s),
and
m : UR2 → AR2,
R 7→ Min
R2
R.
From the following facts:
• m is monotone.
• g[h2] is monotone in h2.
• f1 ◦ f2 is monotone in each argument if the other argument
is monotone.
Then the thesis follows.
Lemma 25.  : DP× DP→ DP is monotone on 〈DP,DP〉.
Proof. The definition of  (9) is:
h1  h2 : (F1 × F2)→ A(R1 × R2),
〈f1, f2〉 7→ h1(f1)× h2(f2).
Because of symmetry, it suffices to prove that  is monotone
in the first argument, leaving the second fixed.
We need to prove that for any two DPs ha, hb such that
ha DP hb, (12)
and for any fixed h, then
ha  h DP hb  h.
Let R = h(f2). Then we have that
[ha  h](f1, f2) = ha(f1)×R,
[hb  h](f1, f2) = hb(f1)×R.
Because of equation (12), we know that
ha(f1) AR1 hb(f1).
So the thesis follows from proving that the product of antichains
is monotone (lemma 26).
Lemma 26. The product of antichains × : AR1 × AR2 →
A(R1 × R2) is monotone.
Lemma 27. † : DP→ DP is monotone on 〈DP,DP〉.
Proof. Let h1 DP h2. Then we can prove that h†1 DP h†2.
From the definition of † (11), we have that
h†1(f1) = lfp(Ψ
h1
f ),
h†2(f2) = lfp(Ψ
h2
f ),
with Ψhf1 defined as
Ψhf1 : AR→ AR,
R 7→ Min
R
⋃
r∈R
h(f1, r) ∩ ↑ r.
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The least fixed point operator lfp is monotone, so we are left
to check that the map
h 7→ Ψhf1
is monotone. That is the case, because if h1 DP h2 then[⋃
r∈R
h1(f1, r) ∩ ↑ r
]
AR
[⋃
r∈R
h2(f1, r) ∩ ↑ r
]
.
3) Monotonicity of semantics ϕ:
Lemma 28 (ϕ is monotone in the valuation). Suppose
that v1,v2 : A → DP are two valuations for which
it holds that v1(a) DP v2(a). Then ϕJ〈A,T,v1〉K DP
ϕJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
Proof. Given the recursive definition of 8, we need to prove
this just for the base case and for the recursive cases.
The base case, given in (2), is
ϕJ〈A, a,v〉K .= v(a), for all a ∈ A.
We have
ϕJ〈A,T,v1〉K = v1(a)
ϕJ〈A,T,v2〉K = v2(a)
and v1(a) DP v2(a) by assumption.
For the recursive cases, (3)–(5), the thesis follows from
the monotonicity of , , †, proved in lemma 25, lemma 24,
lemma 27.
4) Proof of the main result, theorem 19: We restate the
theorem.
Theorem 19. If
v1 V v2
then
ΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K UDP ΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
Proof. From the definition of Φ and ϕ, we can derive that
LΦJ〈A,T,v〉K = ϕJ〈A,T,L ◦ v〉K. (13)
In particular, for v = v1,
LΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K = ϕJ〈A,T,L ◦ v1〉K. (14)
Because v1(a) UDP v2(a), from lemma 28,
ϕJ〈A,T,L ◦ v1〉K DP ϕJ〈A,T,L ◦ v2〉K. (15)
From equation (13) again,
ϕJ〈A,T,L ◦ v2〉K = LΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K. (16)
From (14), (15), (16) together,
LΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K DP LΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
Repeating the same reasoning for U, we have
UΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K DP UΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K.
Therefore
ΦJ〈A,T,v1〉K UDP ΦJ〈A,T,v2〉K.
B. Source code
The implementation is available at the repository http://github.
com/AndreaCensi/mcdp/, in the branch “uncertainty_sep16”.
C. Virtual machine
A VMWare virtual machine is available to reproduce
the experiments at the URL https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
nfpnfgjh9hpcgvh/AACVZfdVXxMoVqTYiHWaOwHAa?dl=
0.
To reproduce the figures, log in with user password
“mcdp”/”mcdp”. Then execute the following commands:
$ cd ~/mcdp
$ source environment.sh
$ cd libraries/examples/uav_energetics/
droneD_complete_templates.mcdplib
$ make clean
$ make paper-figures
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C Supplementary materials: model deinition
The igures contained in this Appendix describe a subset of the models used for optimization.
The goal is to give an idea of how a Monotone Co-Design Problem (MCDP) is formalized using the
formal language MCDPL.
This Appendix does not explain the syntax of MCDPL. For details, please see the manual available
at http://mcdp.mit.edu.
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C.1 General template
All the MCDPs used in the experiments are instantiation of the same template, whose code is shown
in Fig. C.1.
Figure C.1: Template DroneCompleteTemplate
template [
    Battery: `BatteryInterface, 
    Actuation: `ActuationInterface, 
    Perception: `PerceptionInterface,
    PowerApprox: `PowerApprox]  
mcdp {  
  provides travel_distance [km]
  provides num_missions [R]
  provides carry_payload [g] 
  requires total_cost_ownership [$]
  requires total_mass [g]
  strategy = instance `droneD_complete_v2.Strategy
 
  actuation_energetics = 
    instance specialize [
      Battery: Battery, 
      Actuation: Actuation, 
      PowerApprox: PowerApprox
    ] `ActuationEnergeticsTemplate
  actuation_energetics.endurance >= strategy.endurance
  actuation_energetics.velocity >= strategy.velocity
  actuation_energetics.num_missions >= num_missions
  actuation_energetics.extra_payload >= carry_payload
  strategy.distance >= travel_distance 
  perception = instance Perception
  perception.velocity >= strategy.velocity
  actuation_energetics.extra_power >= perception.power
 
  required total_mass >= actuation_energetics.total_mass 
 
  total_cost_ownership >=  actuation_energetics.total_cost
}
Note the top-level functionality:
• travel_distance [km];
• num_missions (unitless);
• carry_payload [g]
and the top-level resources:
• total_mass [g]
• total_cost_ownership [USD]
The template has four parameters:
• Battery: MCDP for energetics;
• Actuation: MCDP for actuation;
• Perception: MCDP for perception;
• PowerApprox: MCDP describing the tolerance for the power variable. This is used in Sec-
tion VII-B.
Every experiment chooses diferent values for the parameters of this template.
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The graphical representation of the template is shown in Fig. C.3. The dotted blue containers
represent the “holes” that need to be illed to instantiate the template.
In turn, the template contains a specialization call to another template, called ActuationEnergetic-
sTemplate, whose code is shown in Fig. C.2 and whose graphical representation is shown in Fig. C.4.
Figure C.2: Template ActuationEnergeticsTemplate
template [
  Battery: `BatteryInterface, 
  Actuation: `ActuationInterface, 
  PowerApprox: `PowerApprox
] mcdp {  
  provides endurance     [s] 
  provides extra_payload [kg]
  provides extra_power   [W]
  provides num_missions [R]
  provides velocity  [m/s]
  requires total_cost [$]
  
  battery = instance  Battery
  actuation = instance Actuation 
  total_power0 = power required by actuation + extra_power
  power_approx = instance PowerApprox
  total_power0 <= power_approx.power
  total_power = power required by power_approx
  capacity provided by battery >= provided endurance * total_power
 
  total_mass = (
      mass required by battery + 
      actuator_mass required by actuation 
      + extra_payload)
  gravity = 9.81 m/s^2
  weight = total_mass * gravity
  lift provided by actuation >= weight
  velocity provided by actuation >= velocity
  
  labor_cost = (10 $) * (maintenance required by battery)
  required total_cost >= (
    cost required by actuation + 
    cost required by battery + 
    labor_cost)
  
  battery.missions >= num_missions
 
  requires total_mass >= total_mass   
}
The template has functionality endurance, extra_payload, extra_power, num_missions, velocity, and
two resources, total_mass and total_cost
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Figure C.3: Graphical representation for the template DroneCompleteTemplate (Fig. ??)
actuation_energetics
strategy
[kg]
[m/s][m/s]
endurance [s]
extra_payload [kg]
extra_power [W]
actuation
velocity [m/s]
perception
velocity [m/s]
[m/s]
power [W]
× 9.81000 m/s²
[g*m/s²]
× 10.00000 USD
[USD]
[W]
power_approx
power [W]
[g]
battery
mass [g]maintenance cost [USD]
power [W] actuator_mass [g]
cost [USD]
[g]
total_mass [g]
total_cost_ownership [USD]
[J]
[N]
[W]
power [W]
[W]
capacity [J]
[g]
[g]
[g*m/s²]
lift [N]
[USD]
[USD]
[USD]
[g]
[g]
[m]
[m]
endurance [s]
velocity [m/s]
travel_distance [km]
num_missions carry_payload [g]
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Figure C.4: Graphical representation for the template ActuationEnergeticsTemplate (Fig. C.2)
total_cost [USD]
× 9.81000 m/s²
[g*m/s²]
× 10.00000 USD
[USD]
[W]
power_approx
power [W]
[g]
battery
mass [g] maintenance cost [USD]
actuation
power [W]actuator_mass [g]
cost [USD]
[g]
total_mass [g]
[J]
[N]
[W]
power [W]
[W]
capacity [J]
[g]
[g]
[g*m/s²]
lift [N]
[USD]
[USD]
[USD]
[g]
[g]
velocity [m/s]
endurance [s]
extra_payload [kg]
num_missions 
extra_power [W]
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C.2 MCDP deining batteries properties
Fig. C.5 shows the deinition of a single battery technology in terms of speciic energy, speciic cost,
and lifetime (number of cycles).
Figure C.5: Deinition of Battery_LiPo MCDP
 1 mcdp {
 2     provides capacity [J]
 3     provides missions [R]
 4
 5     requires mass     [g]
 6     requires cost     [$]
 7     
 8     # Number of replacements
 9     requires maintenance [R]
10
11     # Battery properties
12     specific_energy = 150 Wh/kg
13     specific_cost =  2.50 Wh/$
14     cycles = 600 []
15
16     # Constraint between mass and capacity
17     mass >= capacity / specific_energy
18
19     # How many times should it be replaced?
20     num_replacements = ceil(missions / cycles)
21     maintenance >= num_replacements
22
23     # Cost is proportional to number of replacements
24     cost >= (capacity / specific_cost) * num_replacements
25 }
Here a battery is abstracted as a DP with functionality:
• capacity [J];
• missions (unitless)
and with resources:
• mass [g]
• cost [USD]
The corresponding graphical representation is shown in Fig. C.6.
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Figure C.6: Deinition of battery technology
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Because this MCDP is completely speciied, as opposed to the two templates shown earlier, we can
show its algebraic representation, as deined in Def. 6.
The MCDP interpreter takes the code shown in Fig. C.5 and then builds an intermediate graphical
representation like the one shown in Fig. C.6. Finally, it is compiled to an algebraic representa-
tion ⟨A,T,v⟩, where T is a tree in the {series, par, loop} algebra.
A representation of T for this example is shown in Fig. C.7.
Each edge is the tree is labeled with the signature of the DP, in the form F → R. The junctions are
one of the {series, par, loop} operators. (The operator loop does not appear in this example.)
The leaves are labeled with a representation of the Python class that implements them. In particular,
the frequently-appearing Mux type represents various multiplexing operations, such as
⟨x, y, z⟩ 7→ ⟨⟨z, y⟩, x⟩.
These are necessary to transform a graph into a tree representation.
Figure C.7: Algebraic representation for the example in Fig. C.5
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C.3 Choice between diferent batteries
Just like we deined Battery_LiPo (Fig. C.5), other batteries technologies are similarly deined, such
as Battery_NiMH, Battery_LCO, etc.
Then we can easily express the choice between any of them using the keyword choose, as in Fig. C.8.
Figure C.8: Deinition of the Batteries MCDP
 1 cpoose(
 2         NiMH: (load Battery_NiMH),
 3         NiH2: (load Battery_NiH2),
 4          LCO: (load Battery_LCO),
 5          LMO: (load Battery_LMO),
 6        NiCad: (load Battery_NiCad),
 7          SLA: (load Battery_SLA),
 8         LiPo: (load Battery_LiPo),
 9          LFP: (load Battery_LFP)
10 )
The choice between diferent batteries is modeled by a coproduct operator. This is another type of
junction, in addition to series, par, loop that was not described in the paper.
Formally, the coproduct operator it is deined as follows:
h1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ hn : F → AR, (1)
f 7→ Min
⪯R
(h1(f) ∪ · · · ∪ hn(f)) . (2)
The algebraic representation (Fig. C.9) contains then one branch for each type of battery.
Figure C.9: Algebraic representation of the Batteries MCDP
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↓
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↓
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[1, [[0, 0], 1]]
IdentityDP
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(0.4))
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
R[J]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[(0, 0), [(0, 1), 1]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J*USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
R[J]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
R[J]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[J])×R[]
↓
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(R[J]×R[J])×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[0, (1, 0)], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[[(0, 0), 1], (0, 1)]
IdentityDP
GenericUnary(Mult(0.00666666666667)) Conversion
series
R[J]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[]×R[USD]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
R[J]
↓
R[g]
Mux
[1, (0, 1), (0, 0)]
series
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
↓
(R[]×R[USD])×R[g]
(R[]×R[USD])×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
↓
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
IdentityDP
GenericUnary(Mult(0.000666666666667)) GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, [[0, 0], 1]]
IdentityDP
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(0.666666666667))
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
R[J]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[(0, 0), [(0, 1), 1]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J*USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
R[J]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
R[J]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[J])×R[]
↓
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(R[J]×R[J])×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[0, (1, 0)], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[[(0, 0), 1], (0, 1)]
IdentityDP
GenericUnary(Mult(0.0111111111111)) Conversion
series
R[J]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[]×R[USD]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
R[J]
↓
R[g]
Mux
[1, (0, 1), (0, 0)]
series
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
↓
(R[]×R[USD])×R[g]
(R[]×R[USD])×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
↓
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
(R[]×R[J])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[]×R[J])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[J]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
R[]×((R[J]×R[J])×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
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C.4 Describing uncertainty
This is a description of the Uncertain MCDPs used in the experiments in Section VII-A.
MCDPL has an Uncertain operator that can describe interval uncertainty.
For example, the MCDP in Fig. C.5 is rewritten with uncertainty to obtain the code in Fig. C.10.
The igures have a 5% uncertainty added to them.
Figure C.10: Deinition of Battery_LiPo MCDP with 5% uncertainty on parameters
 1 mcdp {
 2     provides capacity [J]
 3     provides missions [R]
 4
 5     requires mass     [g]
 6     requires cost     [USD]
 7
 8     # Number of replacements
 9     requires maintenance [R]
10
11     # Battery properties
12     specific_energy_inv = Uncertain(1.0 []/ 157.5 Wh/kg, 1.0 [] /  142.5 Wh/kg)
13     specific_cost_inv = Uncertain(1.0 [] / 2.625 Wh/USD, 1.0 [] / 2.375 Wh/USD)
14     cycles_inv = Uncertain(1.0 []/630.0 [], 1.0[]/ 570.0 [])
15
16     # Constraint between mass and capacity
17     massc = provided capacity * specific_energy_inv
18
19     # How many times should it be replaced?
20     num_replacements = ceil(provided missions * cycles_inv)
21     required maintenance >= num_replacements
22
23     # Cost is proportional to number of replacements
24     costc = (provided capacity * specific_cost_inv) * num_replacements
25
26     required cost >= costc
27     required mass >= massc
28 }
In the graphical representation, the uncertainty is represented as “uncertainty gates” that have two
branches: one for best case and one for worst case (Fig. C.11).
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Figure C.11: Graphical representation of uncertain MCDP in Fig. C.10
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C.5 Specialization of templates
Once all the single pieces are deined, then the inal MCDP is assembled using the specialize
keyword.
For example, the following code specializes the template using only the Battery_LiPo MCDP.
Figure C.12:
 1 s ecialize [
 2    Battery: `batteries_nodisc.Battery_LiPo, 
 3    Actuation: `droneD_complete_v2.Actuation, 
 4    Perception: `Perception1,
 5    PowerApprox: `PowerApprox
 6 ] 
 7 `DroneCompleteTemplate
The algebraic representation is shown in Fig. C.13.
Figure C.13: Algebraic representation of MCDP in Fig. C.12
Mux
[0, [1, 2]]
Conversion
InvMult2
Mux
[[0, 1], 1]
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(1.0))
par
R[s]×R[m/s]
↓
R[s]×R[m/s]
R[m/s]
↓
R[W]
series
R[s]×R[m/s]
↓
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[m/s]
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[m/s]
↓
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W]
series
R[m]
↓
R[s]×R[m/s]
R[s]×R[m/s]
↓
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W]
series
R[km]
↓
R[m]
R[m]
↓
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W]
IdentityDP
par
R[km]
↓
(R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W]
R[]×R[g]
↓
R[]×R[g]
Mux
[(1, 1), [(0, 0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 1)]]
Conversion IdentityDP
par
R[g]
↓
R[kg]
R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W]
↓
R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W]
Mux
[(1, 2), 0, (1, 3), (1, 1), (1, 0)]
loop
series
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[g]
Mux
[(0, 4), [[[[1, (0, 2)], (0, 0)], (0, 1)], (0, 3)]]
Limit
<= 3 m/s [R[m/s]]
GenericUnary(Mult(9.81))
Conversion
Mux
[(), ()]
Limit
<= 100 N [R[N]]
WrapAMap GenericUnary(Mult(1.5))
series
R[N]
↓
R[N²]
R[N²]
↓
R[W]
WrapAMap
series
R[N]
↓
R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
par
R[N]
↓
�
R[N]
↓
R[W]
series
R[N]
↓
R[N]×R[N]
R[N]×R[N]
↓
(�)×R[W]
series
R[g*m/s²]
↓
R[N]
R[N]
↓
(�)×R[W]
series
R[g]
↓
R[g*m/s²]
R[g*m/s²]
↓
(�)×R[W]
IdentityDP
par
R[g]
↓
(�)×R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
Mux
[(0, 1), 1]
SumN
series
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
↓
R[W]×R[W]
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
R[g]×R[W]
↓
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
↓
R[W]
IdentityDP
par
R[g]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
R[s]
↓
R[s]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN
Mux
[(), ()]
IdentityDP
GenericUnary(Mult(0.00666666666667)) Conversion
series
R[J]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]
↓
R[g]
series
R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[J]
R[J]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
R[s]×R[W]
↓
R[J]
R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
R[W]×R[s]
↓
R[s]×R[W]
R[s]×R[W]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(R[g]×R[W])×R[s]
↓
R[W]×R[s]
R[W]×R[s]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(R[g]×R[W])×R[s]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[kg]
↓
R[kg]
Mux
[(0, 0), [[], [1, (0, 1)]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
100 g
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[g]
R[kg]×R[g]
↓
R[kg]×R[g]
Mux
[(1, 1), 0, (1, 0)]
SumN
series
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]×R[g]×R[kg]
R[g]×R[g]×R[kg]
↓
R[g]
series
(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]
Mux
[[1, 1], 0]
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(0.4))
par
R[g]×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[g]
R[J]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[J]×R[g]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J]
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[J]×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[J]×R[g]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×R[kg]
↓
R[J]×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
R[J]×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg]
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×R[kg]
(R[J]×R[g])×R[kg]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[[(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1)], [1, (0, 1)]]
IdentityDP
GenericUnary(Mult(0.00166666666667))
GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
Mux
[(), ()]
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(10.0))
par
R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[USD]
series
R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
series
R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
series
R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
IdentityDP
par
R[]
↓
R[]×R[USD]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[(0, 1), [1, (0, 0)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[USD]
↓
R[USD]
R[J*USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
R[USD]×(R[J*USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[]×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[g]×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[g]
R[]×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[g]×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[g]×R[USD]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[[(0, 0), (0, 1)], [[], [1, (0, 2)]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
100 USD
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD]
R[USD]×R[USD]
↓
R[USD]×R[USD]
Mux
[0, (1, 0), (1, 1)]
SumN
series
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]×R[USD]×R[USD]
R[USD]×R[USD]×R[USD]
↓
R[USD]
series
(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]
par
R[g]×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[g]
(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]
series
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[USD]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
(R[g]×R[g])×(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[USD]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[g]×R[USD])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh])
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[USD]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
((R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[]×R[J*USD/Wh])
(R[g]×R[g])×(R[]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg])×R[]
↓
((R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
((R[g]×R[g])×R[J*USD/Wh])×R[]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
par
R[m/s]
↓
�
(((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg])×R[]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
R[m/s]×((((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg])×R[])
R[m/s]×((((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[kg])×R[])
↓
(�)×((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])
Mux
[[(1, 1), (1, 0, 1)], (1, 0, 0)]
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
(�)×((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])
(�)×((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[g]
series
R[kg]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
↓
R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s]
R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s]
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
series
R[g]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
↓
R[kg]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
R[kg]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
series
((R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W])×(R[]×R[g])
↓
R[g]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
R[g]×(R[m/s]×R[]×R[s]×R[W])
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
series
R[km]×(R[]×R[g])
↓
((R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W])×(R[]×R[g])
((R[s]×R[m/s])×R[W])×(R[]×R[g])
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
series
R[km]×R[]×R[g]
↓
R[km]×(R[]×R[g])
R[km]×(R[]×R[g])
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
R[km]×R[]×R[g]
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
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The following code specializes the template using the coproduct of all batteries, each having an
uncertain speciication.
Figure C.14:
 1 specialize [
 2   Battery: `batteries_uncertain1.batteries, 
 3   Actuation: `droneD_complete_v2.Actuation, 
 4   PowerApprox: mcdp {
 5     provides power [W]
 6     requires power [W]
 7
 8     required power  >= approxu(provided power, 1 mW)
 9    }
10 ] `ActuationEnergeticsTemplate
The algebraic representation is shown in Fig. C.15.
The blue nodes are the uncertain nodes (UDPs).
Figure C.15: Algebraic representation of MCDP in Fig. C.14
loop
series
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[g]
Mux
[[[[[1, (0, 2)], (0, 0)], (0, 3)], (0, 1)], (0, 4)]
GenericUnary(Mult(9.81))
Conversion
Mux
[(), ()]
Limit
<= 100 N [R[N]]
WrapAMap GenericUnary(Mult(1.5))
series
R[N]
↓
R[N²]
R[N²]
↓
R[W]
WrapAMap
series
R[N]
↓
R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
par
R[N]
↓
�
R[N]
↓
R[W]
series
R[N]
↓
R[N]×R[N]
R[N]×R[N]
↓
(�)×R[W]
series
R[g*m/s²]
↓
R[N]
R[N]
↓
(�)×R[W]
series
R[g]
↓
R[g*m/s²]
R[g*m/s²]
↓
(�)×R[W]
IdentityDP
par
R[g]
↓
(�)×R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
Mux
[(0, 1), 1]
SumN
WrapAMap
Mux
[(), ()]
IdentityDP WrapAMap
par
R[W]
↓
R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
UncertainGate
series
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]×R[W]
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
R[W]
↓
R[W]×R[W]
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
R[W]
↓
R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
↓
R[W]×R[W]
R[W]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
series
R[g]×R[W]
↓
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
((�)×R[W])×R[W]
↓
R[W]
IdentityDP
par
R[g]×R[W]
↓
R[W]
R[s]
↓
R[s]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN
series
R[W]×R[s]
↓
R[s]×R[W]
R[s]×R[W]
↓
R[J]
series
(R[g]×R[W])×R[s]
↓
R[W]×R[s]
R[W]×R[s]
↓
R[J]
IdentityDP
par
(R[g]×R[W])×R[s]
↓
R[J]
R[]
↓
R[]
coproduct
series
NiMH
series
NiH2
series
LCO
series
LMO
series
NiCad
series
SLA
series
LiPo
series
LFP
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0019047619
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0021052632
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.2792906019 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.3086896126 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0095238095 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0105263158 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.000047619
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0000526316
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.0907029478 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.1002506266 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0211640212 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0233918129 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0012698413
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0014035088
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.3353454058 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.3706449222 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0048840049 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0053981107 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0019047619
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0021052632
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.3353454058 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.3706449222 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0063492063 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0070175439 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0019047619
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0021052632
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.126984127 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.1403508772 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0317460317 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0350877193 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0019047619
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0021052632
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.1360544218 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.1503759398 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0317460317 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0350877193 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0015873016
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.001754386
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.380952381 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.4210526316 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0063492063 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0070175439 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
Mux
[[[], 1], 0]
Constant
0.0006349206
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0007017544
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]
↓
(�)×R[]
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
series
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
Mux
[1, 0]
ProductN GenericUnary(<built-in function ceil>)
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
R[]
↓
R[]
series
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
series
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]×R[]
R[]×R[]
↓
R[]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[]
↓
R[]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[0, [[], [1, 0]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
0.6349206349 USD/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.701754386 USD/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
(�)×R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD/Wh]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
Mux
[[[], (1, 0)], [0, (1, 1)]]
Constant
0.0105820106 kg/Wh
Mux
[[], ()]
Constant
0.0116959064 kg/Wh
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
Mux
[1, 0]
UncertainGate
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
R[kg/Wh]
↓
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
(�)×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
series
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[kg/Wh]
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[kg/Wh]
R[J]
↓
R[J]
Mux
[1, [1, 0]]
IdentityDP
ProductN Conversion
series
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[J*kg/Wh]
R[J*kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
par
R[J]
↓
R[J]
R[J]×R[kg/Wh]
↓
R[g]
series
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
R[J]×(R[J]×R[kg/Wh])
↓
R[J]×R[g]
series
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
R[kg/Wh]×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
IdentityDP
par
(�)×R[J]
↓
R[J]×R[g]
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[USD/Wh]×R[]
Mux
[(0, 1), [(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)]]
IdentityDP ProductN
par
R[g]
↓
R[g]
R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[]
↓
R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
R[g]×(R[J]×R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
(R[J]×R[g])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
((�)×R[J])×(R[USD/Wh]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
series
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
R[USD/Wh]×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
par
R[]
↓
R[]
(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh]
Mux
[[(1, 0), 0], (1, 1)]
IdentityDP Conversion
par
R[g]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[]
R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[(0, 0), 1, (0, 1)]
series
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
(R[g]×R[])×R[USD]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
(R[g]×R[])×R[J*USD/Wh]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
R[]×(R[g]×R[J*USD/Wh])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
R[]×(�)×(R[J]×R[])
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[]×R[J]
R[]×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
((�)×R[])×R[J]
((�)×R[])×R[J]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
series
((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[]
↓
R[J]×R[]
R[J]×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
IdentityDP
par
((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[]
↓
R[g]×R[USD]×R[]
R[kg]
↓
R[kg]
Mux
[[(0, 1), (0, 2)], [[], [1, (0, 0)]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
100 g
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[g]
R[kg]×R[g]
↓
R[kg]×R[g]
Mux
[(1, 1), 0, (1, 0)]
SumN
series
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]×R[g]×R[kg]
R[g]×R[g]×R[kg]
↓
R[g]
series
(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
R[g]×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]
par
R[USD]×R[]
↓
R[USD]×R[]
(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
R[g]
Mux
[[(0, 0), 1], (0, 1)]
IdentityDP GenericUnary(Mult(10.0))
par
R[USD]×R[g]
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
R[]
↓
R[USD]
Mux
[[(0, 1), (0, 1)], [[], [(0, 0), 1]]]
IdentityDP
Constant
100 USD
IdentityDP
par
�
↓
R[USD]
R[USD]×R[USD]
↓
R[USD]×R[USD]
Mux
[0, (1, 0), (1, 1)]
SumN
series
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]×R[USD]×R[USD]
R[USD]×R[USD]×R[USD]
↓
R[USD]
series
(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
R[USD]×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]
par
R[g]×R[g]
↓
R[g]×R[g]
(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
R[USD]
series
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[USD]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
(R[g]×R[g])×(�)×(R[USD]×R[USD])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[]
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[USD]
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[USD]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[USD]×R[])×R[g]
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[]
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[USD]×R[])×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
(R[USD]×R[])×R[g]
(R[USD]×R[])×R[g]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(R[g]×R[USD]×R[])×R[kg]
↓
(R[USD]×R[])×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
(R[USD]×R[])×(�)×(R[kg]×R[g])
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
series
(((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[])×R[kg]
↓
(R[g]×R[USD]×R[])×R[kg]
(R[g]×R[USD]×R[])×R[kg]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
Limit
<= 3 m/s [R[m/s]]
par
(((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[])×R[kg]
↓
(R[g]×R[g])×R[USD]
R[m/s]
↓
�
series
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
((((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[])×R[kg])×R[m/s]
((((R[g]×R[W])×R[s])×R[])×R[kg])×R[m/s]
↓
((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])×(�)
Mux
[[(0, 1), (0, 0, 0)], (0, 0, 1)]
(R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s])×R[g]
↓
((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])×(�)
((R[g]×R[g])×R[USD])×(�)
↓
(R[USD]×R[g])×R[g]
R[s]×R[kg]×R[W]×R[]×R[m/s]
↓
R[USD]×R[g]
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